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Abstract
We present a macroeconomic market experiment on the financial
determination of exchange rates, and consider whether the assumption that
belief formation be treated as a classical hypothesis test, which we label
inferential expectations, can explain the effect of uncertainty on exchange
rates. In a non-stochastic environment, exchange rates closely follow
standard predictions. In our stochastic environment, inferential expectations
with a low test size α (conservative inferential expectations) predict
exchange rates better than rational expectations in ten sessions out of
twelve. Belief conservatism appears magnified rather than diminished at the
market level, and the degree of belief conservatism seems connected to the
failure of uncovered interest rate parity regressions.
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1. Introduction
This paper presents a market experiment on the financial determination of exchange
rates using a simple macroeconomic framework. Our aims are two-fold: to show how
uncertainty about the economy affects exchange rate determination and, more generally,
to show how the assumption that belief formation be treated as a Neyman-Pearson
hypothesis test, which we label inferential expectations, can shed light on the effect of
uncertainty on market-determined exchange rates.
The financial determination of exchange rates remains a problematic area of
international macroeconomics. While the consensus is that exchange rates are
determined in the short run by monetary factors rather than purchasing power parity3 the
apparent failure of uncovered interest rate parity - the predicted relationship between
changes in interest rate and changes in log exchange rates – suggests that much still
needs to be learnt about what goes on in financial markets (see Frankel and Rose, 1995).
According to Krugman (1993, pg. 9) “the most favourable thing that one could possible
say is that the data give no positive support to the idea of speculative efficiency [in the
foreign exchange market]”.
This paper uses a controlled laboratory experiment to test whether the violation of
uncovered interest rate parity could be due to the uncertainty faced by market traders,
and the way they process this information. The basic idea of inferential expectations
(hereafter IE) is that beliefs are maintained or revised using a Neyman-Pearson
hypothesis test. They are rejected in favor of rational expectations only when the
3

Levich (1996, pg. 1000) says that ‘No theory has been proposed seriously as a complete explanation for
exchange rate behaviour’. But he is also clear that purchasing power parity cannot even be a contender,
for the short run. To quote: ‘Even though PPP is not a theory of exchange rate determination, it is an
important building block and equilibrium condition many international financial models’ (pg. 1001) and
‘Over long time periods and during periods dominated by monetary disturbances, (such as
hyper-inflation), PPP offers a fairly good description of exchange rate behaviour. However, over shorter
time periods, say three to twelve months, it has not been uncommon to observe substantial exchange rate
changes, say 10-20 per cent, which are unrelated to commodity price changes’ (pg. 1003).
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rejection region, determined by the test size α, is reached. As discussed in section 2, this
means that rational expectations is a special case of inferential expectations (i.e. for test
size α = 1). On the other hand, if α is low, it implies a conservative approach to
information: a highly significant amount is required before an expectation is changed.
In this paper, IE with a low α is called ‘conservative inferential expectations’.
The alleged reluctance to change one’s mind despite some contrary evidence is not
a new idea in the philosophy of science (Kuhn, 1970). Indeed, IE is built into the
methodology of any social science that uses classical hypotheses tests as decisive
evidence for changing beliefs. Whenever an academic economist uses a test to convince
a colleague about the truth of a proposition, she implies that the belief in question will
not be altered until probability values such as 0.05 or 0.01 are attained.4 Thus, IE
potentially explains temporary deviations from RE while still imposing a plausible and
simple structure on expectations which is related to RE and is consistent with
economists’ own practices in statistical data analysis.5 It can be considered as a ‘fast and
frugal heuristic’ (see Gigerenzer et al.’s, 1999) of belief formation characterized by
information-gathering and information-processing costs.6 It is also consistent with the
view that agents do not pay attention all the time to new flows of information (e.g.,
Mankiw and Reis, 2002), and only when a threshold is reached do they pay attention
and switch beliefs.

4

Hypothesis tests are used despite the availability of Bayesian inference as an alternative. Recent work on
so-called threshold learning in the statistics literature explores situations where hypothesis testing might
be an optimal form of learning (Scott and Nowak, 2005). We do not wish to imply that economic
theorizing relies exclusively, or even primarily, on statistical hypothesis tests. Nevertheless, one author
received criticism from a referee in a top-tier journal because significance was accorded to a test with a pvalue of 0.052.
5
It is also consistent with the Markov Switching literature, where passing a threshold, however
tentatively, leads to a new regime (Hamilton, 1989).
6
Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) show how infrequency of belief adjustment can be formally related
to the size of the adjustment cost.
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As a market mechanism for our exchange rate experiment, we use a Walrasian (or
clearinghouse) auction, which has very high efficiency properties in terms of
convergence to competitive prices and quantities (Holt, 1995). This is important since
some individual choice anomalies may be substantially reduced in a market
environment (Evans, 1997), and, for many economic issues – such as exchange rate
determination -, it is clearly market behavior that matters, not individual choices as
such.7 Therefore, it is quite possible that, although inferential expectations may
outperform rational expectations for a significant fraction of agents in an individual
choice experiment (as in Menzies and Zizzo, 2004), at the market level rational
expectations may still be a better predictor of exchange rates. Thus, by testing a nonstandard model of expectation formation by looking at market prices, ours was designed
as a potentially harsher test than that provided by a number of individual choice
experiments.
We find that, while in our non-stochastic treatment the Walrasian market
successfully achieves exchange rates which are very close to predictions, the
introduction of uncertainty causes uncovered interest rate parity to be violated.
Furthermore, conservative IE (with test size α ≅ 0) predicts market-determined
exchange rates better than rational expectations in ten out of twelve experimental
sessions, and there is suggestive evidence that the degree to which exchange rates are
determined conservatively is related to the extent that uncovered interest rate parity is
violated. Not only does the discipline imposed by the Walrasian auction fail to remove
non-standard expectations, but also, and strikingly, we find that the market environment
magnifies belief conservatism.

7

Of course, individual choice experiments are ‘purer’ tests of decision making anomalies and so useful in
their own right (e.g., Cubitt et al., 2001), which explains why in Menzies and Zizzo (2004) we presented a
more traditional individual choice experiment on inferential expectations.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly review some relevant
literature and introduce more formally the notion of inferential expectations. In
Section 3 we build a two-period sticky-price currency model, where the exchange rate is
entirely driven by financial factors. We then describe our market experiment (section 4)
and analyze its results (section 5). Section 6 concludes.

2. Inferential Expectations and Uncovered Interest Rate Parity
We begin by recalling the infamous failure of uncovered interest parity (UIP). Define
ϑt as the information set at time t, and S and I-I* as the log nominal exchange rate and
the short interest differential respectively. Under the joint hypotheses of RE (which
implies forecast errors unrelated to ϑt), risk neutrality and zero transaction costs, the
slope coefficient in a regression test of UIP should be unity:8

∆S t +1 = β ( I t − I t *) + u t +1

(1)

Typically, the estimated coefficient in the UIP regression, (1), is less than unity,
and sometimes it is even negative (Frankel and Rose, 1995 and Froot and Thaler, 1990).
One response by macroeconomists is to note that this regression is testing a joint
hypothesis. Yet attempts to explain the failure of UIP using a time-varying risk
premium have run up against survey evidence which speaks strongly against RE (see
Frankel and Froot, 1987), and near-zero transaction costs is an uncontroversial
assumption.
In this paper we propose IE as a simple alternative to RE. We show that IE is
consistent with the above regression result, and we offer some evidence in favour of IE
from a market experiment. While we cannot rule out the possibility of time-varying risk
premia, our IE approach is based upon the notion of belief conservatism.
8

Equation (1) can be run with long interest rates, or in real terms. Sometimes it is constructed with a
constant term.
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Formally, IE treats belief formation as a Neyman-Pearson hypothesis test. We
assume that when a belief is overturned agents switch to RE. Thus, RE is a special case
of IE if agents are unconcerned about mistakenly changing their beliefs (the test size α
equals unity), or if there is so much information available about a parameter that it is
known with certainty (the sampling distribution of the estimator collapses to a point at
the limit) leading to the rejection of any incorrect null.
In the above description of IE vs. RE, we are implicitly assuming that agents do
not have perfect knowledge of the model, for otherwise they would have no need for
statistical estimators and/or hypothesis tests. To make this distinction clear, we define
feasible RE as the rational formation of expectations, using limited information – that is,
based on a sample of some kind. It is dubbed ‘feasible’ because information is costly in
most contexts, and is therefore likely to be limited. Feasible RE has a long and evolving
history in modern economics. Representative agents have resorted to signal extraction
when guessing Island-specific price shocks (Lucas 1972), to Bayesian updating when
guessing exchange rate fundamentals (Lewis 1989) and to least-squares learning when
updating model equations (Evans and Honkapohja 2001).
Importantly, the regression in (1), and much of the literature which tests UIP
(Lewis, 1989, being an exception), assumes that full RE is attainable. That is, it is
assumed that estimators from the underlying model, which will in general be correlated
with ϑt, are not required for forecasting. One question that we must face later is what
the properties of the slope coefficient in (1) will be when the more realistic feasible RE
is assumed.
Having set up the terminology with the necessary caveats, we can define IE as a
mixture of extreme belief conservatism (believe what you did beforehand) interspersed
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with moments of feasible RE9 (do a sophisticated mathematical calculation, making
rational use of all available information). The metric for the frequency of these moments
is the test size α. We thus see IE as lying between the extremes of continual rationality,
as though economic actors have nothing else to do in their lives than solve mathematical
problems, and a slavish commitment to rules of thumb even in the face of massive gains
to careful calculations.
In all IE models, there is a cognitive target. This is a set of state variables or
parameters that are believed to be in one of two states, described as a null hypothesis H0
and the alternative hypothesis H1.10 There is also a signal which is a model variable that
provides information about the cognitive target. Finally there is a test statistic and a
rejection region that are defined conventionally.
Let x be a vector of parameters or random variables that are part of a datagenerating process for a random variable p. Granted some economic significance to x,
agents form beliefs about it, based on n stochastic signals pi (for i = 1, …, n).
The rational expectation is the mathematically best guess for x. The inferential
expectation is the mathematically best guess for x, subject to conservatism about
changing beliefs (made operational by a Neyman-Pearson hypothesis test of size α), and
incorporating any testing shortcuts that qualify as a ‘fast and frugal’ heuristic (as in
Gigerenzer et al.). When the concern about changing beliefs becomes vanishingly small
(α → 1), IE and RE coincide.11 The cognitive target is x, the signal pi, the test statistic
some function of the pi’s, and the rejection region contains the values of the test statistic
that lead to a rejection of a Neyman-Pearson hypothesis test of size α.
9

In what follows, when we refer to RE without further qualification, we always mean feasible RE.
In many applications, it will be a single variable or parameter.
11
This is true regardless of any shortcuts used in the testing procedure. If the test size is unity, then
hypothesis testing is suspended (along with any shortcuts about distributional assumptions, etc.) because
a Neyman-Pearson hypothesis test minimizes the size of the probability of a type II error given the test
size (probability of a type I error). That is, given a test size of unity, the best way to minimize the chance
of falsely believing the null is to always reject it.
10
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In an earlier paper with a multi-period Dornbusch (1979) variant, we have shown
that IE can help explaining the uncovered interest rate puzzle, the term structure puzzle
and delayed exchange rate overshooting (Menzies and Zizzo, 2004). Our notion of
inferential expectations is closest in spirit to Goldberg and Frydman (1996) and
Frydman and Goldberg (2003), who allow agents to conduct hypothesis tests over
models.12 Their research program, tracing its roots back at least to an informal
discussion by Rappaport (1985), allows for departures from rational beliefs, though it is
more radical than the temporary departures envisaged in this paper.
Our work is also connected to the recent strand in research on time-dependent
belief adjustment (e.g., Mankiw and Reis, 2002; Carroll, 2003; Dupor and Tsurunga,
2005). Most notably, Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) have also argued for a
connection between sticky belief adjustment and the uncovered interest rate parity
puzzle. In inferential expectations models, however, belief adjustment is explained
endogenously rather than left as an unexplained exogenous parameter.13
With the exception of Fisher (2005), there has been surprisingly little prior
experimental work on the financial determination of exchange rates, as opposed to
looking at long-run purchasing power parity issues (as in Noussair et al., 1997). In
individual choice experiments, RE predictions are not rejected as null hypotheses in
some contexts (see Dwyer et al., 1993), but the most common outcome is that
individuals do not hold RE (e.g., Schmalensee, 1976; Blomqvist, 1989; Beckman and
Downs, 1997; Swenson, 1997). In addition, experimental research often finds either
under-utilization or over-utilization of priors (e.g., el-Gamal and Grether, 1995).
12

Our work can also be seen as related to Foster and Peyton Young’s (2003) game-theoretical work on
hypothesis testing by bounded-rational agents on their opponents’ repeated games strategies.
13
As one can argue for the merits of state-dependent as opposed to time-dependent models of wage and
price rigidities, so one can claim that there is merit in state-dependent rather than time-dependent belief
adjustment rules. This is not to deny, of course, that much can be learnt from time-dependent models. For
a traditional discussion of the respective merits of the two classes of wage and price rigidities models, see
Blanchard and Fischer (1989).
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Relative to experiments which have found greater evidence of under-utilization as
opposed to over-utilization of priors, our experiment differs for having a well defined
null hypothesis agents can anchor themselves to. Our experiment also differs from
traditional experiments in testing expectations within the discipline of a market and
against market prices instead of in the context of individual judgments or choices.

3. Exchange Rate Model
3.1 Non-stochastic Model
We now describe the model that we implement experimentally; we first present the nonstochastic model. We model the financial sector of an economy. There is a money
demand equation (2), and an efficient market condition for foreign exchange (4). Prices
are sticky for one period only, and then fully adjust to purchasing power parity (PPP)
following a change in money (3). There are two periods: 0 (0- and 0+), and 1. PPP holds
in periods 0- and 1, which are assumed to be the steady states. Periods 0- and 0+ are the
pre- and post-shock instants in period 0. All variables except interest rates are in natural
logs, and pro-numerals carry their conventional meanings.
m − Pt = − Bi I t
Pt =

( 2)

P1

for

t =1

P0−

for

t = 0 + ,0 −

S t +1 − S t = I t − I *

(3)
( 4)

Foreign prices are set equal to BiI* always. Output is assumed to not impact on
money demand, but the high value of P0 guarantees positive interest rates from (2). We
solve for the two steady states, then period 0+.
In steady state, S is unchanged so I=I* from (4) and so P=m+BiI* from (2). In 0-,
m=0 and PPP holds:
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I 0− = I *
P0− = m0− + Bi I * = Bi I *
S 0− = P0− − P* = 0

( from PPP)

In the final steady state (when t = 1) m is non-zero (it changed in 0+) and PPP
holds:
I1 = I *
P1 = m + Bi I *
S1 = P1 − P* = m

( from PPP)

The single ‘overshooting’ period is 0+ during which there is a negative interest
differential (in the case of an expansion), and the exchange rate is expected to
appreciate in the following period. By assumption, prices are fixed in 0+:

P0+ = P0− = Bi I *
I 0+ =

m − P0+ m − Bi I *
m
=
= I *−
− Bi
− Bi
Bi

S 0+ = −( I 0+ − I *) + S1 =

from (2)

1
m
+ m = m(1 + )
Bi
Bi

Since S1 − S 0+ = ( I 0+ − I *) an uncovered interest rate regression (1), run on the
non-stochastic model, would fit perfectly and have the standard slope prediction β = 1.14
Since the change in interest rate is perfectly known, such a regression actually
corresponds to so-called ‘covered’ interest rate parity regressions in empirical work,
where it is found to hold (Thornton, 1989).
3.2 Stochastic Model
We now alter the original system by putting noise into money demand and
(uncorrelated) noise on the observation of money. The reason for putting noise into both
terms is that agents observe It and they know Bi and P0-. Without a noise term in money
demand, they would therefore be able to work out m exactly, whereas, in order for the

14

This is obviously true according to both RE and IE, since everything is known in the nS model.
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stochastic model to differ from the non-stochastic version, we want them to do
inference on m.
m − Pt = − Bi I t + Bi u t

u t ~ i.i.d .(0, σ u2 )

mobs = m + et

et ~ i.i.d .(0, σ e2 )

In steady state, s is not expected to change so I=I* and so P = m + BiI*. In the
initial steady state, at 0-, m=0 and PPP holds. Errors are set to zero in any steady state
by assumption. The solution is exactly as before.
I 0− = I *
P0− = m + Bi I * = Bi I *
S 0− = P0− − P* = 0

( from PPP)

In the final steady state (when t = 1) m is non-zero (it changed in 0+) and PPP
holds. This is also exactly the same as before:
I1 = I *
P1 = m + Bi I *
S1 = P1 − P* = m

( from PPP)

Interest rates and exchange rates are now buffeted by the noise in money demand.
Observation noise has no effect on them, however. In the single overshooting period
(Period 0+) prices stay at their pre-shock level.
P0+ = P0− = Bi I *
I 0+ =
S 0+

m − P0+
m − Bi I *
m
+ u 0+ =
+ u 0+ = I * − + u 0+
− Bi
− Bi
Bi
= −( I 0+ − I *) + S1
= −( I 0+ − I *) + E 0+ (m)
=(

from vantage of period 0 +

(5)

m
− u 0 + ) + E 0 + ( m)
Bi

While I-I* is observed in 0+, and driven by true m, E(m) must be inferred and is
driven by the expectations mechanism.15
15

It will be useful later to use the variance of I0+ which is E(-m/Bi + u0+)2 = σ2m/Bi2 + σ2u
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1. The ‘pure’ RE solution implies that agents just know m, as in Dornbusch
(1976). This case does not correspond to the information set known by the subjects in
the model and in our experiment, and so we shall not consider it.
2. The feasible RE solution involves using the sample average of mobs and
-Bi(I-I*). Each of these is equal to true m plus independent errors (with variances σ2e
and Bi 2 σ2u). In the experiment, σe = 0.2, Bi = 2 and σu = σm = 0.1, since we wanted to
choose these errors to have the same variance. Thus, the sample average is the
maximum likelihood estimator for the true value of m. It is then straightforward to
derive m-E0+(m) for later use:

− Bi ( I − I *) + mobs m − Bi u 0+ + m + e0+
e − Bi u 0+
=
= m + 0+
2
2
2
B u − e0 +
m − E 0 + ( m) = i 0 +
2

E 0 + ( m) =
so

3. The IE solution involves assuming no change in the money stock, and so
E0+(m)=0, until the null hypothesis is rejected. If α = 0 (the null is never rejected), then
E0+(m)=0 always and m- E0+(m)=m. This is the extreme form of conservative IE since
the null is never rejected.
3.3 UIP Regression Tests Bias
The question of what to expect under IE and RE when the UIP test is run in the
stochastic model is easily resolved by considering equation (5).
S 0+

= −( I 0+ − I *) + E 0+ (m)

&

S1 = m

⇒

S1 − S 0+ = m − [−( I 0+ − I *) + E 0+ (m)] = ( I 0+ − I *) + (m − E 0+ (m))
Let the forecast error on m be ε1 so that m=E0+(m)+ε1.
S1 − S 0+ = ( I 0+ − I *) + (m − E 0+ (m)) = ( I 0+ − I *) + ε 1
Of interest is the unbiasedness of the coefficient in the UIP regression test,
namely,
S1 − S 0+ = β ( I 0+ − I *) + ε 1

(6)
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Under pure RE, the error ε1 is uncorrelated with everything at time t, including the
interest differential. OLS is therefore unbiased. Under feasible RE, the coefficient
estimate of β will be upward biased because the RHS is positively correlated with ε1.
E ( I 0+

Bi u 0+ − e0+
Biσ u2
m
− I *).(m − E 0+ (m)) = E (− + u 0+ ).(
)=
>0
2
2
Bi

The RE OLS estimator summed over R interest/exchange rate pairs (arising from
R runs of this two-period model) is:

bRE

=β+
= 1+

∑ (I

∑ (I

0+

− I *)(m − E 0+ (m))

∑ (I

0+

0+

− I *) 2

− I *)(m − E 0+ (m)) / R

∑ (I

0+

− I *) 2 / R

with p lim
p lim bRE =1 +

=1 +

p lim ∑ ( I 0+ − I *)(m − E 0+ (m)) / R
p lim ∑ ( I 0+ − I *) 2 / R

Biσ u2
2

E (( I 0+ − I *)(m − E 0+ (m))
= 1+ 2
V ( I 0+ )
σm
Bi

2

+σ

= 1.8
2
u

The bias of 0.8 comes from the parameters we employ in our experiments namely:
σe = 0.2, Bi = 2, I* = 0.25 and σm = σu= 0.1.
The intuition of this upward bias is as follows. An upward shock to u0+ drives up
interest rates (it could be thought of as a negative velocity shock). But, given the
maximum likelihood estimator for m, higher interest rates lead agents to lower their
prediction of m. Thus, m - E(m) increases. But the latter is just the error in the UIP
regression. So, whenever a u shock occurs, a positive correlation between the interest
differential and the error in the UIP regression occurs, leading to an upward bias relative
to a coefficient of 1.
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Under IE with zero α, E0+(m) = 0 always and the UIP test (6) has downward bias
in the slope coefficient. The true data generating process is
S1 − S 0+ = ( I 0+ − I *) + (m − E 0+ (m)) = ( I 0+ − I *) + (m − 0)
With ε1 = m, OLS is biased since the interest differential and m have negative
correlation. A positive shock to m leads to a negative interest differential on average,
and vice versa. E (( I 0+ − I *)m) =

bIE =

∑ ( I − I *)(S − S
∑ ( I − I *)
0+

1

0+

p lim(bIE ) = 1 +

Thinking of the term

0+

2

− σ m2
< 0 . We then have the probability limit as:
Bi

)

= 1+

∑ (I
∑ (I

p lim ∑ ( I 0+ − I *)m / R
p lim ∑ ( I 0+ − I *) 2 / R

∑ (I

0+

− I *)m

0+

− I *) 2

= 1+

− σ m2
Bi

E (( I 0+ − I *)m)
= 1+ 2
V ( I 0+ )
σm
Bi

0+

2

+σ

= 1 − 0.4
2
u

− I *) ε 1 / ∑ ( I 0+ − I *) 2 in both the RE and IE scenarios,

Monte Carlo simulations in Table 1 confirm that the small sample bias is extremely
close to the probability limits (0.8 for RE and -0.4 for IE).16 The bias in b appears to
converge in distribution to a Normal, with a standard error of between 0.06 and 0.075
(see the bottom row of Table 1). Furthermore, there is little difference to the bias if a
constant term is added to the regression.

4. Experimental Design
4.1 Outline and Stage 1

The experiment was conducted between February and May 2006 at the
University of East Anglia.17 Apart from the experimental instructions and a control
questionnaire, the experiment was fully computerized. Subjects were all university

16

The ‘small sample bias’ referred to is the difference between the probability limit of

∑ ( I 0+ − I *) ε 1 / ∑ ( I 0+ − I *) 2 and its small sample values, when a sample of 168 observations

(corresponding to the experimental setup described in section 4) is used. The numbers in the table are
based on samples of this size.
17
The experimental instructions are provided in Appendix A.
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students. A total of 72 subjects participated in the 24 sessions: six subjects participated
to each session, and they participated to two sessions each, once as inexperienced and
once as experienced. Experienced subjects sessions (‘experienced sessions’) always
came between 1 and 3 days after inexperienced subjects sessions (‘inexperienced
sessions’). Payment for both sessions was given at the end of the experienced session.
While experienced sessions had newly randomly generated shocks for the tasks at hand,
and everyone in experienced sessions knew they were playing only with other
experienced subjects, experienced and inexperienced sessions were otherwise identical
(down to the instructions and control questionnaire). Experienced sessions lasted up to 2
h ½, while experienced sessions were considerably shorter, in the order of 1 h 15
minutes to 1 h ½. Mean payment was 46.44 UK pounds (roughly 90 US dollars). We
had zero attrition rate: everyone who attended inexperienced sessions duly attended
their scheduled experienced session. No subject was allowed to participate to more than
two sessions, though quite a few volunteered to do so.
Subjects were randomly seated in the laboratory. Computer terminals were
partitioned to avoid communication by facial or verbal means. Subjects read the
experimental instructions and answered a control questionnaire before being allowed to
proceed with the tasks. Experimental supervisors individually advised subjects with
incorrect answers in the questionnaires. The experimental instructions may be found in
Appendix A.
There were four experimental treatments (the label stochastic/non-stochastic will
be described below): non-stochastic with inexperienced subjects (nS in), stochastic with
inexperienced subjects (S in), non-stochastic with experienced subjects (nS ex) and
stochastic with experienced subjects (S ex). Subjects who had done a nS in session were
asked to come again for a nS ex session; subjects who had done a S in session were
asked to come again for a S ex session.
Each experimental session was divided into thirty-six stages. Each stage
represented a stylized economy of the kind described in the previous section, after any
shock had occurred to the economy, i.e. at period 0+. All shocks were predetermined
random draws from lognormal distributions.

16
At the start of each stage, subjects received an endowment of 9 home currency
units and 9 foreign currency units. They received information on the economy and then
were able to trade. Interest was then accrued to after-trade home and domestic foreign
currency. Afterwards full price adjustment occurred, and all foreign currency was
automatically converted into home currency at the after-trade exchange rate, i.e. the
new steady state (period 1) exchange rate. We now present the non-stochastic
treatments and then the stochastic treatments in more detail.
4.2 Non-Stochastic Treatments

At the start of each stage, our economy had a money supply shock. Shocks were
predetermined and had been randomly generated according to a lognormal distribution
with σm = 0.1; the predetermined random series differed between the nS in and the nS
ex sessions. This was the only shock present at the start of each stage,18 and so the stage
exactly corresponded to period 0+ of the non-stochastic model of section 3.1. Subjects
were told that the home interest rate before the shock was 25% and the money stock was
100, and that the foreign interest rate was always 25%. They were given information
about the economy after the shock: (a) the home interest rate; (b) the money stock (i.e.
normalized to 100, and ± the money shock); (c) the after-trade exchange rate, presented
as “the exchange rate used to convert foreign currency units into home currency units at
the end of each stage, after all trade is done and interest is earned”.
In order to avoid confusing those subjects who had only some or no economics
training, we did not present the model as such to the subjects. We avoided talking about
price adjustment. We noted, in the light of purchasing power parity holding in the
steady state, that the after-trade exchange rate was just equal to the money stock divided
by 100,19 and provided them with an illustrative table.20 We noted how both interest
rates and after-trade exchange rates were important for determining earnings. We
allowed subjects to learn the functional relationship between interest rate and money

That is, in the language of section 3.2, we set σe = σu = 0.
This was underlined in the instructions.
20
In addition, a probing question in the control questionnaire was on whether the subject agreed with the
statement “a higher money stock means a higher after-trade exchange rate”.
18
19
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stock by example, by giving them an “Examples Document” with five examples of how
the economy worked (with randomly generated shocks). As Appendix A shows, the
examples contained tables and graphs showing the post-shock values of interest rates
and money stock, and, by comparing the examples with one another, it was
straightforward to identify a negative relationship between interest rates and money
shock. We explicitly suggested subjects to check the Examples document for a
relationship between these two variables. The control questionnaire asked subjects
whether they agreed with the statement “If the money stock is higher than 100, the
home interest rate is higher than 25%,” thus enabling us to pick up and correct, with
verbal explanations, any lack of understanding. Furthermore, subjects faced the same
economy (with different shocks) again and again over 2 hours plus, stage after stage and
then again in a new session, therefore gaining more and more experience and learning
(sometimes the hard way) how this mattered for their experimental gains.
As already mentioned in the introduction, trade occurred according to a
Walrasian auction mechanism. The excellent efficiency properties of this auction
mechanism are well-known, and close to that of double auctions (e.g., Holt, 1995).21 In
common with other assets markets experiments (e.g., Sunder, 1995), traders had
common induced valuations over the (home and foreign currency) assets. Figure 1
shows a sample computer screen. (Insert Figure 1 about here.)
Trade was in foreign currency at a price that was set in home currency (the
exchange rate). We made sure, through the instructions and the control questionnaire,
that subjects understood that a higher exchange rate (price) implied that the foreign
currency was worth less relative to the home currency. Subjects had to produce both a
bid and a offer (where the bid had to be strictly higher than the offer).22 Once everyone
made their choices, a central computer determined the market-clearing exchange rate at
21

A Walrasian auction has the additional advantages of making certain that an equilibrium market price
(exchange rate) would be formed (as bids and offers were required on the part of each trader), that there
was a single value of the exchange rate per stage and that all trade was completed, with all bids and offers
being elicited, within a shorter amount of time than a double auction (in an experiment that could already
last over two hours, time was very much at a premium).
22
Subjects were asked to take up to 2 ½ minutes to make their decisions, and there was a timer on the
computer display to remind them how much time they had left, though in practice nothing happened if
they overran.
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which the total number of foreign currency sold was equal to the total number of foreign
currency bought.23 Trade then occurred at this exchange rate. Subjects who had stated a
bid higher than or equal to the exchange rate were buyers; buyers bought an equal
amount of the available supply, subject to their budget constraints. Subjects who had
stated an offer lower than or equal to the exchange rate were sellers; sellers sold an
equal amount of their available supply to buyers. Subjects whose bids were lower and
offers higher than the exchange rate were neither buyers nor sellers.
After trade took place, subjects were told the exchange rate, the amount of
foreign currency that they had been able to buy or sell, and the overall amount of home
and foreign currency now owned. The home interest rate was earned on currency owned
and the foreign interest rate on foreign currency owned. Figure 1 presents a sample
computer display of the feedback provided.
As subjects moved from one stage to the next, the economy was reset to its
initial conditions, and endowments were reset to 9 home currency units and 9 foreign
currency units.
At the end of the experiment one stage was chosen at random from each session.
After-trade and after-interest foreign currency was converted automatically into home
currency at the after-trade (i.e., steady state) exchange rate. The overall earnings for the
‘earning’ stages were then converted into UK pounds at the rate of 1 pound per home
currency unit.

4.3 Stochastic Treatments

Stochastic sessions were divided into two phases: phase 1 was made of stages 1
through 8, phase 2 of stages 9 through 36. Phase 1 had non-stochastic stages that were
identical to those in the non-stochastic treatment. As the stochastic environment of
stages 9-36 was the same as that of stages 1-8 but with additional shocks, stages 1-8
were conducive for subjects to understand (or get reacquainted with, in the case of
experienced subjects) and practice with the basics of the economic environment where
they would operate later on.
23

If there was a range of market-clearing exchange rates, the computer chose the middle one.
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Stochastic stages were identical in design to non-stochastic stages except for the
differences we now mention. They reflected the full stochastic environment of the
model of section 3.2. Accordingly, there were three shocks, drawn from independent
lognormal distributions, at the start of each stage: (a) a money shock, with σm = 0.1; (b)
a money measurement error, with σe = 0.2; (c) an interest-rate specific shock (which can
be interpreted as a money demand shock), with σu = 0.1. Subjects were not told the
exact values of the shocks, but they were told that the shocks were not related in any
systematic way and had information about their distribution (as discussed below).
We chose the parameters to strike an optimal balance between different needs:
(a) providing subjects with sufficient financial incentives at the margin: this suggested
to have large shocks insofar as the other constraints could be met; (b) enabling different
predictions between IE and RE for a large fraction of stages and differentiated α values,
so as to make the experiment more useful and discriminatory: this required signals to be
noisy (hence the large money measurement error); (c) avoiding negative interest rates:
this required shocks to be not too large; (d) allowing us to treat lognormal shocks as
normally distributed percentage changes from the baseline: this again required shocks
not to be too large. Point (a) is clearly a basic issue of experimental salience. Point (b) is
also straightforward: we wanted to maximize the explanatory power of our experiment.
Point (c) was for cognitive simplicity, as subjects could have found negative interest
rates counterintuitive and confusing. Point (d) was also for cognitive simplicity and was
in the context of an overall strategy to ensure that subjects with no familiarity with logs
or indeed with statistics could understand our economic environment, in which the
presence of lognormal shocks was made necessary by the modeling framework (section
3). We exploited the fact that, for small enough shocks, a lognormal distribution can be
approximated by a normal distribution of percentage changes. Phase 2 instructions were
provided at the start of stage 9, together with a ‘Phase 2 Examples Documents’, a
second control questionnaire and a ‘Graphs Page’ (see Appendix A). The Graphs Page
contained histograms of the normal distributions of percentage changes for each of the
three types of shocks together with simple instructions, also provided in the main text of
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the instructions. The instructions and histograms were all couched in terms of
frequencies,24 and no technical language was used; an example is in Figure 2, and a
question on the phase 2 control questionnaire verified the understanding of the
histograms.25 (Insert Figure 2 about here.)
Feedback collected at the end of each session suggests that subjects understood
the extra instructions relative to those for the non-stochastic stages, and of course the
Phase 2 examples document and sustained task repetition helped with this
understanding. In stochastic stages the computer screen displayed, as before, the home
and foreign interest rates. It also displayed the “observed money shock”, which
incorporated the money measurement error. Unlike non-stochastic stages, it did not
display the after-trade exchange rate, however. Using the information on the shocks, on
the interest rates and on the observed money stock, subjects had to form an expectation
about the true money stock and hence the after-trade exchange rate (as 1/100 of the true
money stock). It was noted to subjects that the measurement error in the money stock
was just measurement error: the true money stock - as affected by the money shock at
the beginning of the stage - was what determined the after-trade exchange rate, and
nothing else did. Trade rules were exactly as in non-stochastic stages: a sample
computer display is presented in Figure 3. (Insert Figure 3 about here.)

4.4 Predetermined Shocks and Counterbalancing

Random shocks were predetermined and given in the same succession for half of
the sessions in each experimental treatment. They were identical for all treatments,
though, of course, in non-stochastic stages we set σe = σu = 0. To control for order
effects, in the other half of the sessions we ran stages in a different (i.e.,
counterbalanced) order.26 Overall, we had six nS in (non-stochastic inexperienced)
24

The experimental literature on probabilistic anomalies has shown that agents are most likely to use
probabilistic information rationally if this is presented in terms of frequencies (e.g. Hertwig and
Gigerenzer, 1999), as this may be the frame they are most familiar with from everyday life.
25
Many subjects were familiar with very basic statistics concepts such as histograms and normal
distributions, but our setup ensured that everyone had a firm understanding of what was needed for the
experiment, regardless of prior knowledge.
26
Label the predetermined stage shocks order for non-counterbalanced sessions as 1, 2, 3, …, 36 as
subjects moved through stages 1 through 36. Counterbalancing almost always occurred by reverting the
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sessions, six nS ex (non-stochastic experienced) sessions, six S in (stochastic
inexperienced) sessions and six S ex (stochastic experienced) sessions: for each
treatment, three sessions were in counterbalanced order and three not.

5. Experimental Results
5.1 Exchange Rates Range and nS Treatment Model Fit

The pre-shock exchange rate was 1 and, even when the shock is considered,
predictions were always between 0.5 and 2. We can get a first feel of the data by
looking at whether exchange rates were around 1 and within a ‘reasonable range’. The
continuous black lines of Figures 4 and 5 show the exchange rates for the nS and S
treatments. (Insert Figures 4 and 5 about here.)
If we focus on stages 9-36 for comparability with the stochastic stages of the S
treatment, in the nS treatment, exchange rates ranged between 0.620 and 1.700, with the
exception of a single outlier (1.980). In the stochastic stages, exchange rates had a
similar range, between 0.622 and 1.760. These ranges look reasonable: for the relevant
stages RE and IE predict a range between 0.573 and 1.909 in the nS treatment, RE
predicts exchange rates between 0.533 and 1.737 in the S treatment, and IE with α = 0
or 0.005 (i.e., the opposite of RE, for extremely conservative beliefs) values between
0.728 and 1.230. While conservative IE cannot explain values far away from 1 in the S
treatment, a full 80% of exchange rates in this treatment were clustered between 0.800
and 1.200. Overall, the Walrasian auction mechanism was successful in stabilizing
exchange rates in the ballpark of ‘reasonable’ values, i.e. around 1 and with values
always between 0.5 and 2. This was already true in inexperienced sessions: for example,
in the nS treatment (including all stages) exchange rates ranged from 0.700 to 1.600.

order within stages 1-8 and then within stages 9-36 (although, in two non-stochastic sessions - one
inexperienced and one experienced - that were originally part of a pilot, the reversion occurred within
stages 1-14 and then within 15-36; the sessions are 2 and 4 in Figure 4). That is, the stage shock order
became 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 36, 35, 34, …, 11, 10, 9. This is because we wanted to ensure that in
stochastic sessions subjects always had the same set of shocks in the crucial Phase 2, no matter whether
the session was counterbalanced or not.
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RESULT 1. Exchange rates were clustered around 1 and were always within a
‘reasonable’ 0.5… 2 range.

Of course, that exchange rates were clustered around 1 does not necessarily
mean that they were meaningful, or in any way related to RE or IE. In the nS treatment,
we can simply compare predicted exchange rates (by RE and IE) with actual exchange
rates: see Figure 4. Although exceptions exist pushing the mean error up - especially in
the early stages and with inexperienced sessions -, in general exchange rates track
predictions well. In inexperienced sessions, the mean (median) error was 0.157 (0.138)
in stages 1-8, moving to 0.123 (0.094) in stages 9-36; in the experienced sessions, the
mean (median) error was 0.130 (0.070) in stages 1-8, moving to 0.068 (0.037) in stages
9-36. This means that errors in exchange rates were no more than about 10% on
average, with many of them below this value, and with half of the exchange rates
incorrect by less than about 4% once experienced subjects got going. This seems rather
good in terms of the ‘disciplining’ effect that the market mechanism imposes on
individual behavior: subjects showed enough understanding of our economic
environment to hit exchange rates almost on the nail most of the times.

RESULT 2. In the nS treatment, exchange rates tracked the model predictions
under both RE and IE well. Mean errors were about 12% in stages 9-36 of
inexperienced sessions and about 7% in stages 9-36 of experienced sessions.

We ran covered interest rate parity regressions as per equation (1) on our nS
data: that is, we regressed the change in log exchange rate between time t = 0+ (marketdetermined) and t = 1 (steady state value) on the interest rate differential.27 The
regressions are either without a constant term (exactly as in (1)) or with the addition of a
constant term. Label the corresponding slope coefficients as βnc (no constant) and βc
(with constant). In the inexperienced sessions, we found slope coefficients βc = – 0.264
27

To allow comparability with results on stochastic stages of the S treatment, we restrict our dataset to
stages 9-36 of nS sessions. However, results are similar if all stages are included.
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(S.E. = 0.077) and βnc = – 0.282 (S.E. = 0.074). These coefficients increase
significantly, to βc = 0.434 (S.E. = 0.067) and βnc = 0.405 (S.E. = 0.065) respectively, as
we move to experienced sessions.28
This is not the only way in which experience matters: since shocks were
lognormal, subjects had considerably more experience with shocks close to the mean
than to interest rates occurrences far away from the mean. If we use weighted least
squares to weigh more observations subjects close to the mean to reflect this experience
effect,29 we obtain WLS slope coefficients which are already higher in inexperienced
sessions,30 and are statistically not different from the prediction of 1 in experienced
sessions: with experienced sessions, βc = 1.023 (S.E. = 0.199) and βnc = 1.203 (S.E. =
0.205). The better fit once we allow for experience mirrors the empirical evidence from
covered interest rate parity regressions, which is normally satisfied.

RESULT 3. In the basic OLS estimates, there is a downward bias relative to
prediction of about 0.6. Covered interest rate parity robustly holds in experienced
sessions if we recognize that subjects had less experience with large interest rate
differentials and so we use WLS.

Before turning to the S treatment, we need to discuss and estimate the test size α
for IE.

5.2 Exchange Rate Belief Conservatism

28

For the regressions with constant terms, they took the values -0.031 (S.E. =0.007) for the inexperienced
subjects and -0.022 (S.E. = 0.006) for the experienced subjects.
29
The weights were the inverse of the interest differential. Interest differentials close to zero therefore had
large weights, whilst differentials far from zero were discounted. Since the proposed form of the
heteroscedasticity is well-defined, we adjusted the standard errors too - that is, we did not have to
estimate the variances, as in feasible generalized least squares estimation -. Using these weights for WLS
raises the specter of giving near 0 interest rate differentials undue leverage. We confirmed the robustness
of the WLS estimates by omitting these observations (Judge et al., 1988).
30
βc = 0.057 (S.E. = 0.140), βnc = 0.097 (S.E. = 0.133).
33
Unlike for the nS treatment, there is no evidence of systematic convergence to the RE prediction if we
allow for weighted least squares.
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It is natural to use a conservative IE algorithm as an extreme and opposite
benchmark to that of RE (for which α = 1). Given the predetermined random draws of
inexperienced sessions (experienced sessions), IE has the same prediction for α values
between 0 and 0.037 (0 and 0.005, respectively). A benchmark has the advantage of
having zero degrees of freedom in the estimation process, and as such our conservative
IE is no less parsimonious than RE as a modeling device.
As an alternative, we can proceed more rigorously in the choice of α value. We
do this by choosing the α value, for any given sample x, that minimizes the sum of
squared errors between observed and predicted exchange rates in the given sample x.
We call this α value the (error-minimizing) α by x. For example, at the most aggregate
level, we can compute an α by experiment, which includes all the stochastic stages.
Typically there will be a range of α values with the same prediction, and so there will
be an αmin and an αmax by experiment, respectively denoting the minimum and the
maximum value of α within the error-minimizing range. If agents follow RE or anyway,
thanks to the Walrasian auction mechanism, exchange rates are best predicted by RE
even where individual agents are not, we should expect αmax to be equal to 1.
Conversely, the more conservative beliefs are, the lower αmin and αmax will be. By
computing error-minimizing αs by inexperienced sessions and by experienced sessions,
we can then verify whether, with experience, α values tend to converge to 1, i.e.
whether markets with experienced markets are more likely to display RE-predicted
exchange rates. We also computed α by session, which may show market-specific
idiosyncrasies. As it is normal for market experiments (e.g., Holt, 1995), our focus is
generally on market rather than individual behavior, but, as a check on the relationship
between individual behavior and market-determined exchange rates, we also used bids
(offers) information to estimate αs by individual in terms of bids chosen and by
individual in terms of offer prices chosen. As a shortcut, we refer to this individual-level
αs as αs by individual bids and αs by individual offers. Table 2 reports errorminimizing αs. (Insert Table 2 about here.)
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The error-minimizing α by experiment is the conservative α between 0 and
0.005. Conservative αs are also error-minimizing when computed by inexperienced
sessions (0 – 0.037) and by experienced sessions (0 – 0.005). One experienced session
(session 24) exhibits exchange rates which, while not best predicted by RE, are closest
to α = 1 (αmin = 0.784, αmax = 0.818). The other five experienced sessions, however, do
not show improvements in the direction of RE relative to inexperienced sessions, and
have αmax values lower than 0.01. Overall, a Wilcoxon test does not show statistically
significant differences (at P < 0.2 or better) between inexperienced and experienced
sessions. Mean error-minimizing αs by individual bids (offers) are 0.169 – 0.193 (0.273
– 0.315), with the median in the 0.048 – 0.063 (0.114 – 0.128) range. If we compare
these results to those reported for an individual choice experiment by Menzies and
Zizzo (2004), where using the equivalent method mean error-minimizing αs were
between 0.573 and 0.703, it is apparent that beliefs were more conservative in our
market experiment than they were in the individual choice setup. The Walrasian auction
mechanism did not remove this conservativeness in beliefs, but, in all but one session,
seemed to increase it.

RESULT 4. Observed market exchange rates and individual bids and offers
display conservative beliefs with low error-minimizing α values, but observed market
exchange rates are more conservative than individual bids and offers. If a single α value
is estimated for the whole experiment, it corresponds to the conservative benchmark
(αmin = 0, αmax = 0.005). If αs are computed by session, five experienced sessions out of
six have αmax < 0.01.

5.3 Exchange Rates and Predictions in the S Treatment

Bids and offers in stochastic stages will depend on subjects’ heterogeneous
beliefs, and any attempt to model exchange rates parsimoniously is bound to be more
difficult than for the nS treatment. Figure 5 shows the exchange rates and predictions of
RE and conservative IE. Mean errors of RE predictions were 0.116 and 0.136 for
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inexperienced and experienced sessions, respectively; corresponding mean errors of
conservative IE were 0.079 and 0.113. Clearly, there was no sign of improvement in
moving from inexperienced to experienced sessions: better results would be found if we
partitioned experienced sessions in two groups, with the five sessions where
conservative IE did better on the one side and, on the other side, session 24 where RE
dominated. With this qualification, the overall mean error for IE was 0.096, which was
exactly the same as the overall mean error in stages 9-36 of the nS treatment. Given the
extra complexity of the economic environment in the S treatment, we believe that this in
itself was no mean achievement on the part of the subjects.
How can we explain session 24? As it happens, subjects in session 24 had been
participants, as inexperienced subjects, in session 23. Session 23 was the one
inexperienced session where the sum of squared errors between RE predictions and
observed exchange rates was lower than that for conservative IE (0.369 vs. 0.537),
although the predictive gap was not as large as that in session 24 (0.490 vs. 1.468). It
appears that experience on its own was unable to produce session 24 exchange rates:
rather, learning (if any - given the rise in the error -) took place on the fertile ground of a
group of subjects initially already more incline to use RE.
RE did better in predicting behavior than conservative IE in the paired sessions
23 and 24, but otherwise the lower variability of actual exchange rates was better
matched by conservative IE. The performance of IE would, of course, improve if we
allowed α to change by session, but it is informative to stick to conservative IE, both as
a natural zero degrees of freedom alternative benchmark relative to RE and as the errorminimizing α by experiment. Overall, a Wilcoxon test shows that the improvement in
predictive power of conservative IE relative to RE in ten sessions out of twelve is
statistically significant (Z = 2.040, P < 0.05, two-tailed).

RESULT 5. Conservative IE predicts observed exchange rates better than RE for
10 out of 12 sessions, evenly spread between S in and S ex treatments.
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We ran uncovered interest rate parity regressions as per equation (1) on our
stochastic stages data. In the inexperienced sessions, we found slope coefficients βc =
0.799 (S.E. = 0.129) and βnc = 0.797 (S.E. = 0.130); in the experienced sessions, βc =
0.594 (S.E. = 0.090) and βnc = 0.599 (S.E. = 0.090). It will be recalled from our
discussion of biases in section 3.3 that in our experimental setup that the RE probability
limit for βc is 1.8 and (from Table 1) that the empirical estimate for the distribution for
the finite sample distribution of both βc and βnc is a Normal distribution with mean 1.8
and standard error 0.076: therefore, as we move from the non-stochastic to the
stochastic environment, the size of the downward bias in experienced sessions has
roughly doubled from about to 0.6 to about 1.2.33 From section 3.3, we also know that
conservative IE predicts βc and βnc equal to 0.6 in the probability limit, with the same
result expected for βc and βnc from the empirical distribution (see Table 1). Actual UIP
coefficients are thus in the region of conservative IE as opposed to RE predictions. In
fact, for experienced sessions, we could not reject the hypothesis that they were exactly
equal to the values predicted by the empirical distribution of Table 1.34

RESULT 6. Uncertainty in the exchange rate environment roughly doubles the
downward bias in UIP regressions. The resulting coefficients appear in the region of
conservative IE predictions.

5.4 Can IE Predict the Failure of UIP?

We now turn to the question of whether there is a coherent connection between
the failure of UIP and the extent of IE (that is, how low α is). One way of collecting
evidence on this is to compare session αs with session β coefficients from a UIP
regression. It is suggestive that session 24, which has the highest error-minimizing α
values (as per Table 2), is the session with one of the highest β values for the UIP
regression (just over unity). Being more specific is difficult: since there were 12
34

That is, the estimated OLS coefficients, namely 0.594 and 0.599 are not more than two standard
deviations from the plim of 1.0 - 0.4 = 0.6, where the standard deviations are taken from the empirical
distribution of the OLS bias, namely 0.062 and 0.062 (see Table 1).
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stochastic sessions, there is a potential problem with statistical power in running a
correlation with n = 12. Nevertheless and as shown by Table 3, there is a strong
Spearman correlation between α – especially αmin – and β values: this is as large as
0.715 (P < 0.05, n = 12) if the highly leveraged outlier (session 24) is included, but
remains as high as 0.641 (P < 0.05, n = 11) if it is not. Figure 6 also shows that large
biases only occur when αmin is close to 0. (Insert Table 3 and Figure 6 about here.)
As shown by Figure 6, the reason αmax performs less well is simply that for one
session with a large bias there is a wider αmin – αmax spread.

RESULT 6. There is suggestive evidence that belief conservativeness, as
measured by α (especially αmin), is connected to the failure of uncovered interest rate
parity. Sessions with large UIP bias have αmin ≅ 0.

6. Conclusion

We presented a novel macroeconomic market experiment on the financial
determination of exchange rates. We used a Walrasian market mechanism to implement
the exchange rate market, and subjects were given financial data (such as interest rates)
as the fundamentals. Our subjects received considerable learning opportunities over
about four hours of experiment overall in two sessions spaced by one to three days
apart; they appeared very motivated and no one dropped out between sessions. They
seemed to have a good understanding of the macroeconomic environment and exchange
rates were always in a reasonable range, and in non-stochastic sessions exchange rates
tracked predictions very closely.
In stochastic sessions, conservative inferential expectations predicted exchange
rates better than rational expectations in ten sessions out of twelve. Relative to the
individual choice experiment by Menzies and Zizzo (2004), or the individual αs
estimated by bids and offers, it appears that the Walrasian market mechanism does not
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reduce but may actually increase the predictive power of belief conservatism.
Uncertainty in the macroeconomic environment roughly doubled the downward bias in
uncovered interest rate parity regressions, and the degree of belief conservatism seemed
connected to the size of the bias. While obviously further research is needed, we suggest
that belief conservatism, as modeled by inferential expectations, could be part of a story
of why interest rate differentials do not translate one-to-one into changes in log
exchange rates.
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Appendix A – Experimental Instructions
Ns Treatment

Instructions given together with Examples Document (provided below)
1. Introduction

This is an experiment in the economics of market decision making. The instructions are
simple and if you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you might earn a
considerable amount of money which will be paid to you in cash. Please raise your hand
if you have any questions at any point in the experiment.
The experiment is divided into two sessions. In the first session you make choices with
other traders who have not done this kind of experiment before. In the second session
you trade only with other experienced traders. You must participate to both sessions in
order to get paid: payment for both sessions is due at the end of the second session.
The session is divided into thirty-six stages. At the start of each stage, you receive an
endowment of 9 home currency units and 9 foreign currency units. Market trading
then occurs, according to the rules specified below.
2. Instructions
2.1 Information on the Economy

The exchange rate tells you how much home currency you need to purchase one foreign
currency unit. For example, if the exchange rate is 1.25, it means that you need 1.25
home currency units to buy one foreign currency unit. The higher the value of the
exchange rate, the more the foreign currency is worth relative to the home currency.
The computer screen displays the following general information about the home (and
foreign) economy each stage:
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1. home interest rate: home currency is kept in a home fund and earns interest at the
end of each stage; the home interest rate is the yield that you get each stage on the home
currency you have; for example, if the home interest rate is 25% and you have 10 home
currency units, each stage you earn 2.5 extra home currency units;
2. foreign interest rate: foreign currency is kept in a foreign fund and earns interest at
the end of each stage; the foreign interest rate is the yield that you get each stage on the
foreign currency you have; the foreign interest rate is always equal to 25%, so, for
example, if you have 10 foreign currency units, each stage you earn 2.5 extra foreign
currency unit;
3. money stock: this is the amount of home currency that the economy has;
4. after-trade exchange rate: you are told the exchange rate used to convert foreign
currency units into home currency units at the end of each stage, after all trade is done
and interest is earned. Note that there is no reason why the after-trade exchange rate
must be equal to the exchange rate used for market trading (although, of course, they
can happen to be equal), so you should not confuse this with the exchange rate used for
market trading.
The home interest is equal to the home interest rate times the amount of your home
currency you own at the end of the stage, and gets re-invested into the home fund. The
foreign interest is equal to the foreign interest rate times the amount of your foreign
currency you own at the end of the stage, and gets re-invested into the foreign fund.
At the start of each stage a money shock affects the economy: that is, there is an
increase or a drop in the money stock available in the economy. Before the shock occurs
and the stage begins, the value of the home interest rate is always 25%, and the money
stock available to the economy is always 100 units. The change in money stock lasts
throughout the rest of the stage.
The Examples document contains some examples of how the economy works for
sample money shocks. We suggest you to check whether the interest rate and the money
stock appear related in any way.
Your choices in the experiment have no impact on current or future values of the home
and foreign interest rate. They also have no impact on the money stock.
2.2 Market Trading

The choices that you and the other market traders make determine the value of the
exchange rate.
A market opens up each stage for foreign currency:
1. if you own foreign currency, you set a selling price at which you would be
willing to sell them, in exchange for home currency;
2. if you own home currency, you set a buying price at which you would be
willing to buy foreign currency, in exchange for home currency;
3. if you own both kinds of currency, you set both a selling price and a buying
price; the selling price must be higher than the buying price.
Prices are always set in home currency units. Note that they need not be round numbers:
for example, you could set 1.11 as selling price and 1.09 as buying price.
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We ask you to make your choices in less than two minutes and thirty seconds. Please
stick to this timetable, as it is essential for the session to finish in about two hours as
scheduled.
Once everyone has entered their choices, a central computer determines the “marketclearing price” at which the total number of foreign currency sold is equal to the total
number of foreign currency bought. The exchange rate for the stage is this marketclearing price; if there is a range of market-clearing prices, the computer chooses the
middle one as the exchange rate. Trade then occurs at this exchange rate: foreign
currency is bought in exchange for home currency at the exchange rate for the stage.
If you have stated a buying price higher than or equal to the exchange rate, then you are
a buyer for the stage: you and each of the other buyers buy an equal amount of the
available supply, subject to none of you becoming bankrupt (if you risk becoming
bankrupt, you simply buy as much as you can afford). If you have stated a selling price
lower than or equal to the exchange rate, then you are a seller for the stage: you and
each of the other sellers sell an equal amount to buyers, as long as you have enough
foreign currency to be able to do so (if you have not got enough, then you simply sell all
the foreign currency you have). If your buying price is lower and your selling price is
higher than the exchange rate, then you do not trade for the stage; if everyone is in this
situation, then no one trades for the stage.
The computer will inform you about the exchange rate, about the amount of foreign
currency that you have been able to buy or sell, and about the overall amount of home
and foreign currency that you now own.
As we said earlier, home currency is kept in a home fund and foreign currency is held in
a foreign fund. After all trade is done, you earn interest on your fund holdings.
2.3 Stage Earnings
After stage trading is completed and interest is earned on after-trade holdings, foreign
currency is converted into home currency using the after-trade exchange rate. For
example, if you have 20 foreign currency units and the exchange rate is 0.9, your
foreign currency units are converted into 20 × 0.9 = 18 home currency units.
The after-trade exchange rate is a function of the money stock: specifically, it is equal to
the value of the money stock divided by 100. The following table shows the value of the
after-trade exchange rate for sample values of the money stock.

Money
Stock
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120

After-Trade
Exchange Rate
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.2
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At the end of the session one of the stages will be picked up at random and your
earnings for this stage will be converted into UK pounds at the rate of 1 pound (one
pound) per home currency unit.
2.4 Moving from One Stage to the Next

As you move from one stage to the next, the economy is reset to its initial conditions,
there is a new money shock and your endowment is reset to 9 home currency units and
9 foreign currency units.
2.5 Notes on the System

Your selling and buying prices are crucial in determining your home and foreign
currency holdings on the basis of which you earn interests and are paid at the end of the
experiment. In choosing a selling price, make sure that you would only be willing to sell
your foreign currency if the price were that high or higher. In choosing a buying price,
make sure that you would only be willing to buy foreign currency if the price were that
low or lower. Remember that prices with decimal places, such as 1.36 and 0.64, are
perfectly acceptable.
While interest rates are important for determining your earnings, you may also find
useful to consider the after-trade exchange rate. Remember that this is the exchange rate
at which, after trading takes place and interest is earned, foreign currency will be
converted into home currency for the determination of overall stage winnings.
The Examples document will help you to get a feel of how our experimental economy
works, for sample values of the money stock.
Before starting to take decisions, we ask you to fill the enclosed questionnaire, with
the only purpose of checking whether you have understood these instructions.
Raise your hand when you have completed the questionnaire.
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Examples Document
Example 1
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest
rate:
Foreign interest rate:
Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange
rate:

Money stock
103.83
103.83

100
25.0%
25.0%
3.83%
1.038

Home interest
rate
23.1%
23.1%

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)
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Example 2
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest
rate:
Foreign interest rate:
Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange
rate:

Money stock
87.48
87.48

100
25.0%
25.0%
12.52%
0.875

Home interest
rate
31.7%
31.7%

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)
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Example 3
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest
rate:
Foreign interest rate:
Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange
rate:

Money stock
90.62
90.62

100
25.0%
25.0%
-9.38%
0.906

Home interest
rate
29.9%
29.9%

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)
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Example 4
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest
rate:
Foreign interest rate:
Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange
rate:

Money stock
101.64
101.64

100
25.0%
25.0%
1.64%
1.016

Home interest
rate
24.2%
24.2%

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)
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Example 5
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest
rate:
Foreign interest rate:
Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange
rate:

Money stock
101.50
101.50

100
25.0%
25.0%
1.50%
1.015

Home interest
rate
24.3%
24.3%

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)
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S Treatment

Instructions given at start of stage 1 (together with ‘Phase 1 Examples Document’, same
as Examples Document for the nS treatment, provided above)
1. Introduction

This is an experiment in the economics of market decision making. The instructions are
simple and if you follow them carefully and make good decisions, you might earn a
considerable amount of money which will be paid to you in cash. Please raise your hand
if you have any questions at any point in the experiment.
The experiment is divided into two sessions. In the first session you make choices with
other traders who have not done this kind of experiment before. In the second session
you trade only with other experienced traders. You must participate to both sessions in
order to get paid: payment for both sessions is due at the end of the second session.
The session is divided into two phases. Phase 1 is divided into 8 stages, and phase 2 is
divided into 28 stages. At the start of each stage, you receive an endowment of 9 home
currency units and 9 foreign currency units. Market trading then occurs, according to
the rules specified below.
2. Instructions for Phase 1
2.1 Information on the Economy

The exchange rate tells you how much home currency you need to purchase one foreign
currency unit. For example, if the exchange rate is 1.25, it means that you need 1.25
home currency units to buy one foreign currency unit. The higher the value of the
exchange rate, the more the foreign currency is worth relative to the home currency.
The computer screen displays the following general information about the home (and
foreign) economy each stage:
1. home interest rate: home currency is kept in a home fund and earns interest at the
end of each stage; the home interest rate is the yield that you get each stage on the home
currency you have; for example, if the home interest rate is 25% and you have 10 home
currency units, each stage you earn 2.5 extra home currency units;
2. foreign interest rate: foreign currency is kept in a foreign fund and earns interest at
the end of each stage; the foreign interest rate is the yield that you get each stage on the
foreign currency you have; the foreign interest rate is always equal to 25%, so, for
example, if you have 10 foreign currency units, each stage you earn 2.5 extra foreign
currency unit;
3. money stock: this is the amount of home currency that the economy has;
4. after-trade exchange rate: you are told the exchange rate used to convert foreign
currency units into home currency units at the end of each stage, after all trade is done
and interest is earned. Note that there is no reason why the after-trade exchange rate
must be equal to the exchange rate used for market trading (although, of course, they
can happen to be equal), so you should not confuse this with the exchange rate used for
market trading.
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The home interest is equal to the home interest rate times the amount of your home
currency you own at the end of the stage, and gets re-invested into the home fund. The
foreign interest is equal to the foreign interest rate times the amount of your foreign
currency you own at the end of the stage, and gets re-invested into the foreign fund.
At the start of each stage a money shock affects the economy: that is, there is an
increase or a drop in the money stock available in the economy. Before the shock occurs
and the stage begins, the value of the home interest rate is always 25%, and the money
stock available to the economy is always 100 units. The change in money stock lasts
throughout the rest of the stage.
The Phase 1 Examples document contains some examples of how the economy works
for sample money shocks. We suggest you to check whether the interest rate and the
money stock appear related in any way.
Your choices in the experiment have no impact on current or future values of the home
and foreign interest rate. They also have no impact on the money stock.
2.2 Market Trading

The choices that you and the other market traders make determine the value of the
exchange rate.
A market opens up each stage for foreign currency:
4. if you own foreign currency, you set a selling price at which you would be
willing to sell them, in exchange for home currency;
5. if you own home currency, you set a buying price at which you would be
willing to buy foreign currency, in exchange for home currency;
6. if you own both kinds of currency, you set both a selling price and a buying
price; the selling price must be higher than the buying price.
Prices are always set in home currency units. Note that they need not be round numbers:
for example, you could set 1.11 as selling price and 1.09 as buying price.
We ask you to make your choices in less than two minutes and thirty seconds. Please
stick to this timetable, as it is essential for the session to finish in about two hours as
scheduled.
Once everyone has entered their choices, a central computer determines the “marketclearing price” at which the total number of foreign currency sold is equal to the total
number of foreign currency bought. The exchange rate for the stage is this marketclearing price; if there is a range of market-clearing prices, the computer chooses the
middle one as the exchange rate. Trade then occurs at this exchange rate: foreign
currency is bought in exchange for home currency at the exchange rate for the stage.
If you have stated a buying price higher than or equal to the exchange rate, then you are
a buyer for the stage: you and each of the other buyers buy an equal amount of the
available supply, subject to none of you becoming bankrupt (if you risk becoming
bankrupt, you simply buy as much as you can afford). If you have stated a selling price
lower than or equal to the exchange rate, then you are a seller for the stage: you and
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each of the other sellers sell an equal amount to buyers, as long as you have enough
foreign currency to be able to do so (if you have not got enough, then you simply sell all
the foreign currency you have). If your buying price is lower and your selling price is
higher than the exchange rate, then you do not trade for the stage; if everyone is in this
situation, then no one trades for the stage.
The computer will inform you about the exchange rate, about the amount of foreign
currency that you have been able to buy or sell, and about the overall amount of home
and foreign currency that you now own.
As we said earlier, home currency is kept in a home fund and foreign currency is held in
a foreign fund. After all trade is done, you earn interest on your fund holdings.
2.3 Stage Earnings

After stage trading is completed and interest is earned on after-trade holdings, foreign
currency is converted into home currency using the after-trade exchange rate. For
example, if you have 20 foreign currency units and the exchange rate is 0.9, your
foreign currency units are converted into 20 × 0.9 = 18 home currency units.
The after-trade exchange rate is a function of the money stock: specifically, it is equal to
the value of the money stock divided by 100. The following table shows the value of the
after-trade exchange rate for sample values of the money stock.
Money
Stock
80
85
90
95
100
105
110
115
120

After-Trade
Exchange Rate
0.8
0.85
0.9
0.95
1
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.2

At the end of the session one of the stages will be picked up at random and your
earnings for this stage will be converted into UK pounds at the rate of 1 pound (one
pound) per home currency unit.
2.4 Moving from One Stage to the Next

As you move from one stage to the next, the economy is reset to its initial conditions,
there is a new money shock and your endowment is reset to 9 home currency units and
9 foreign currency units.
2.5 Notes on the System
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Your selling and buying prices are crucial in determining your home and foreign
currency holdings on the basis of which you earn interests and are paid at the end of the
experiment. In choosing a selling price, make sure that you would only be willing to sell
your foreign currency if the price were that high or higher. In choosing a buying price,
make sure that you would only be willing to buy foreign currency if the price were that
low or lower. Remember that prices with decimal places, such as 1.36 and 0.64, are
perfectly acceptable.
While interest rates are important for determining your earnings, you may also find
useful to consider the after-trade exchange rate. Remember that this is the exchange rate
at which, after trading takes place and interest is earned, foreign currency will be
converted into home currency for the determination of overall stage winnings.
The Phase 1 Examples document will help you to get a feel of how our experimental
economy works, for sample values of the money stock.
Before starting to take decisions, we ask you to fill the enclosed Phase 1
questionnaire, with the only purpose of checking whether you have understood
these instructions. Raise your hand when you have completed the questionnaire.

Instructions provided at the start of Stage 9 (together with Graphs Page and with Phase
2 Examples Document, provided below)
Phase 2 Experimental Instructions
1. Introduction

The experimental instructions for Phase 1 also apply to Phase 2, with only a few
changes. The economy is identical to how it was before except where otherwise
specified, so what you have learned from Phase 1 will also be useful in Phase 2. Again,
there is a money shock at the start of each stage.
There are three key innovations relative to Phase 1:
1. the true value of the money shock is determined by chance;
2. the value of the money stock that you get on the computer display each stage has a
measurement error, and as a result you do not know the exact size or direction of the
money shock;
3. there is an interest rate specific shock each stage affecting the value of the interest
rate (but not the money stock).
2. Information on the Economy

The computer screen displays the following general information about the home (and
foreign) economy each stage:
1. home interest rate;
2. foreign interest rate (always fixed at 25%);
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3. observed money stock.
Money shock. At the start of each stage there is a money shock. The size and direction
of the money shock has been determined by chance. What does this mean? It just means
that, if you were to find 1000 occurrences of the money shock and were to count up the
number of times out of 1000 that the percentage change in money stock is in a given
range of values, you would obtain Figure 1 in the Graphs Page handed out to you (or
something very close to it).
The graph simply means that, out of 1000 occurrences of the money shock, 155 are
most likely to occur in the range between 0 and 4% (or 0 and – 4%), 133 in the range
between 4 and 8% (or – 4 and -8%), 97 in the range between 8 and 12% (or -8% and 12%), 60 in the range between 12 and 16% (or -12% and 16%), 32 in the range between
16 and 20% (or -16 and -20%), 15 in the range between 20 and 24% (or -20 and -24%),
5 in the range between 24 and 28% (or -24 and -28%), 2 in the range between 28 and
32% (or -28 and -32%) and 1 in the range between 32 and 36% (or -32 and -36%). Put it
differently, 155 times out of 1000 you are likely to get a percentage increase in the
money shock between 0 and 4%, 155 times out of 1000 a percentage decrease between
0 and 4%, and so on. Note that large changes in the money stock are less likely to occur
than small ones; and that increases and decreases in the money stock are equally likely.
Measurement error. The observed money stock, however, is unlikely to be exactly
equal to the true one after the money shock. This is because there is a measurement
error affecting the observed money stock. The measurement error can vary from stage to
stage: each stage it is determined by chance. In the Graphs Page, Figure 2 shows what
you are most likely to obtain if you were to find 1000 occurrences of the measurement
error and were to count up the number of times out of 1000 that the percentage change
in measurement error is in a given range of values.
Interest rate specific shock. Each stage there is an interest rate specific shock: that is,
some variation in the home interest rate which has nothing to do with the (true or
observed) money stock. It also has no impact on the (true or observed) money stock.
Each interest rate specific shock lasts only for a single stage. Each stage it is determined
by chance. In the Graphs Page, Figure 3 shows what you are most likely to obtain if
you were to find 1000 occurrences of the interest rate specific shock and were to count
up the number of times out of 1000 that the home interest rate change is in a given
range of values.
Note that the money shock, the measurement error and the interest rate specific shock
are not related in any systematic way in the experiment.
2.2 Market Trading
Market trading occurs exactly as in Phase 1. Traders choose selling and buying
prices for foreign currency, and the exchange rate for the stage is determined as a result
using the same rules as in Phase 1. Again, you should make your choices in less than
two minutes and thirty seconds.
You are now informed of the after-trade exchange rate only at the end of the stage.
The after-trade exchange rate is determined exactly as in Phase 1: specifically, it is
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equal to the value of the money stock divided by 100 (see the table in section 2.3 of the
Phase 1 instructions for examples). Note that what matters is the true money stock: the
measurement error has no effect on the after-trade exchange rate.
2.3 Stage Earnings

As in Phase 1, your holdings are invested in funds and so you earn interest on them at
the end of each stage: you earn home interest on your home currency and foreign
interest on your foreign currency. Also as in Phase 1, at the end of each stage and after
interest has been earned, foreign currency is converted into home currency.
At the end of the experiment one of the stages, from Phase 1 or 2, will be picked up at
random and your earnings for this stage will be converted into UK pounds at the rate of
1 pound (one pound) per home currency unit.
2.4 Moving from One Stage to the Next

As in Phase 1, as you move from one stage to the next, the economy is reset to its initial
conditions, and similarly your endowment is reset to 9 home currency units and 9
foreign currency units.
2.5 Notes on the System

The notes on the system for Phase 1 still apply. The economy works exactly as in Phase
1, except for the measurement error in the money stock and the interest rate specific
shock. Again, remember that prices with decimal places, such as 1.36 and 0.64, are
perfectly acceptable.
The measurement error in the money stock is just measurement error: it has not got any
impact whatever on anything else in the economy, such as the home interest rate or the
after-trade exchange rate. The true money stock - as affected by the money shock at the
beginning of the stage - is what determines the stage 4 exchange rate, and nothing else
does.
The Phase 2 Examples document will help you to get a feel of how our experimental
economy works, for sample values of the money shock, of the measurement error and of
the interest rate-specific shock.
Before starting to take decisions, we ask you to fill the enclosed Phase 2
questionnaire, with the only purpose of checking whether you have understood
these instructions. Raise your hand when you have completed the questionnaire.
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Graphs Page
Figure 1: Money Shocks

The graph means that, out of 1000 occurrences of the money shock, 155 are mostly
likely to occur in the range between 0 and 4% (or 0 and - 4%), 133 in the range between
4 and 8% (or - 4 and - 8%), and so on.
Figure 2: Measurement error in the money stock

The graph means that, out of 1000 occurrences of the measurement error, 155 are
mostly likely to occur in the range between 0 and 8% (or 0 and - 8%), 133 in the range
between 8 and 16% (or - 8 and - 16%), and so on.
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Figure 3: Interest rate-specific shock

A point change in interest rate means that the interest rate goes up or down by a given
number of points (e.g., up from 25% to 35% or down from 25% to 15%). The graph
means that, out of 1000 occurrences of the interest-rate specific shock, 155 are mostly
likely to occur in the range between 0 and 4 (or 0 and - 4), 133 in the range between 4
and 8 (or - 4 and - 8), and so on.
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Phase 2 Examples Document
Example 1
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest rate:
Foreign interest rate:

100
25.0%
25.0%

Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange rate:

1.45%
1.015

TRUE
money
stock
101.45
101.45

Measurement
error
34.11
34.11

Observed
money
stock
135.56
135.56

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)

Home interest rate
without
int.-rate specific shock
24.3%
0.24

Interest
rate
specific
shock
23.7%
0.24

Actual
home
interest
rate
48.0%
0.48
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Example 2
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest rate:
Foreign interest rate:

100
25.0%
25.0%

Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange rate:

0.17%
1.002

TRUE
money
stock
100.17
100.17

Measurement
error
-1.65
-1.65

Observed
money
stock
98.53
98.53

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)

Home interest rate
without
int.-rate specific shock
24.9%
0.25

Interest
rate
specific
shock
-2.1%
-0.02

Actual
home
interest
rate
22.8%
0.23
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Example 3
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest rate:
Foreign interest rate:

100
25.0%
25.0%

Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange rate:

2.90%
1.029

TRUE
money
stock
102.90
102.90

Measurement
error
36.43
36.43

Observed
money
stock
139.34
139.34

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)

Home interest rate
without
int.-rate specific shock
23.6%
0.24

Interest
rate
specific
shock
13.1%
0.13

Actual
home
interest
rate
36.6%
0.37
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Example 4
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest rate:
Foreign interest rate:

100
25.0%
25.0%

Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange rate:

8.16%
1.082

TRUE
money
stock
108.16
108.16

Measurement
error
-2.11
-2.11

Observed
money
stock
106.05
106.05

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)

Home interest rate
without
int.-rate specific shock
21.1%
0.21

Interest
rate
specific
shock
-21.0%
-0.21

Actual
home
interest
rate
0.0%
0.00
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Example 5
Initial money stock:
Initial home interest rate:
Foreign interest rate:

100
25.0%
25.0%

Size of money shock:
After-trade exchange rate:

15.79%
1.158

TRUE
money
stock
115.79
115.79

Measurement
error
-7.62
-7.62

Observed
money
stock
108.17
108.17

(this is the money stock before the money shock)
(this is the home interest rate before the money shock)

Home interest rate
without
int.-rate specific shock
17.7%
0.18

Interest
rate
specific
shock
-11.7%
-0.12

Actual
home
interest
rate
6.0%
0.06
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Appendix B - GAUSS Program for distribution of bias

/* set the index for loop and the replications*/
i=1;reps=10000;
/* create empty matrices for bias. First col Re, second col IE */
REIE_no_c=zeros(reps,2);REIE_c=zeros(reps,2);
Do until i==reps+1;
/* create the random variables m, u, and e */
obs=168;m=.1*rndn(obs,1);u=.1*rndn(obs,1);e=.2*rndn(obs,1);bi=2;
/* create components of OLS estimator*/
merror=(bi*u-e)/2;diffi=-m/bi+u;
/* calculate bias */
REIE_no_c[i,1]=sumc(diffi.*merror)/sumc(diffi.*diffi);
REIE_no_c[i,2]=sumc(diffi.*m)/sumc(diffi.*diffi);
REIE_c[i,1]=sumc((diffi-meanc(diffi)).*(merrormeanc(merror)))/sumc((diffi-meanc(diffi)).*(diffi-meanc(diffi)));
REIE_c[i,2]=sumc((diffi-meanc(diffi)).*(mmeanc(m)))/sumc((diffi-meanc(diffi)).*(diffi-meanc(diffi)));
i=i+1;
endo;
/* table with bias in first row and standard errors in second row*/
noconst=meanc(REIE_no_c)'|stdc(REIE_no_c)'; noconst;
const=meanc(REIE_c)'|stdc(REIE_c)';const;
/* histogram */
z=REIE_c[.,2];brkpt=meanc(z)-3*stdc(z)|meanc(z)-2*stdc(z)|meanc(z)stdc(z)|meanc(z)|meanc(z)+stdc(z)|meanc(z)+2*stdc(z)|meanc(z)+3*stdc(z);
library pgraph; /*Invoking PGRAPH library*/
graphset; /*Resetting all globals*/
title("histogram"); /*setting TITLE*/
ylabel("frequency"); /*setting Y label*/
xlabel("RV"); /*setting X label*/
histp(z,brkpt); /*generating the Graph*/
meanc(z)|stdc(z);
end;
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Table 1 – Empirical Distribution of Bias Under RE and IE

Min
-∞
µ−3σ
µ−2σ
µ−σ
µ
µ+σ
µ+2σ
µ+3σ

Max
µ−3σ
µ−2σ
µ−σ
µ
µ+σ
µ+2σ
µ+3σ
∞
Sample µ
Sample σ

Rational expectations
No Const. Const.
0.1
0.1
2
2.1
14.2
13.4
33.5
34.5
34.3
34.2
13.6
13.4
2.2
2.1
0.1
0.1
0.801
0.8
0.076
0.076

Inferential expectations
No Const.
Const.
0.2
0.2
2.1
2.1
13.8
13.4
34.1
34.4
33.9
34.3
13.8
13.1
2.1
2.3
0.1
0.2
-0.4
-0.4
0.062
0.062

Normal
density
0.1
2.1
13.6
34.1
34.1
13.6
2.1
0.1

Notes: the vales in the table represent the probability density (expressed as a percentage)
in the interval between min and max, as estimated from 10000 simulations. µ is the
mean and σ the standard deviation. Const. and No Const. refer to whether the regression
has been run with a constant or without a constant, respectively. Normal density is the
normal distribution density.
Table 2 – Error-Minimizing α Values

α by experiment
α by inexperienced
sessions
α by experienced
sessions
Mean α by session
Median α by session
Mean α by bids
Median α by bids
Mean α by offers
Median α by offers

αmin
0
0

αmax
0.005
0.037

0

0.005

0.1
0.003
0.169
0.048
0.274
0.114

0.118
0.037
0.193
0.063
0.315
0.128

α by session
session experienced?
5
no
6
no
7
yes
8
yes
15
no
16
no
17
yes
18
yes
20
no
22
yes
23
no
24
yes

αmin
0
0.07
0
0
0.114
0.114
0
0
0
0.006
0.114
0.784

αmax
0.037
0.113
0.005
0.005
0.128
0.128
0.005
0.005
0.037
0.009
0.128
0.818

Notes: sessions numbers were indexed between 1 and 24; α values could only be
estimated from S treatment sessions, and so from 12 out of 24 sessions.
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Table 3 – Relationship between α and β coefficients

α min

M1
M2
M1n
M2n
0.715*** 0.715*** 0.641** 0.641**

0.625** 0.625**
α max
Constant present?
Yes
No
n
12
12
With outlier?
Yes
Yes
2-tailed sig.: *** 0.01, ** 0.05, * 0.1

0.597*
Yes
11
No

0.597*
No
11
No

Notes: Different UIP regression models, as identified in the second part of the table, are
considered. The numbers are the Spearman correlation coefficients between the β
coefficient in each regression model and either αmin or αmax by session.
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Figure 1 – Sample Computer Displays from the Non-Stochastic Treatment

(a) Trading Decisions Screen

(b) Trading Outcome Screen
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Figure 2 – Example Histogram from the Graphs Page

Note: this histogram from the stochastic sessions Phase 2 Graphs Page contained the
following explanation “The graph means that, out of 1000 occurrences of the money
shock, 155 are mostly likely to occur in the range between 0 and 4% (or 0 and - 4%),
133 in the range between 4 and 8% (or - 4 and - 8%), and so on.”
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Figure 3 – Sample Computer Display from the Stochastic Treatment
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Figure 4 – nS Treatment Exchange Rates and Predictions

(a) Inexperienced Subjects
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(b) Experienced Subjects

Notes: The graphs plot exchange rates and predictions for each of the twelve nonstochastic sessions. RE and IE (with any α) make the same exchange rate predictions in
the nS treatment.
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Figure 5 – S Treatment Exchange Rates and Predictions

(a) Inexperienced Subjects
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(b) Experienced Subjects

Notes: The graphs plot exchange rates and predictions for each of the twelve stochastic
treatment sessions. Stages 1-8 were non-stochastic and the continuous gray line for
conservative IE also applies to RE (or to any other IE algorithm with any α). Stages 936 were stochastic and so RE and conservative IE predictions differed and are
represented by different lines.
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Figure 6 – Scatterplots of α Values against β Values from UIP Regressions with
Constant

Notes: The outlier observation is session 24. Scatterplots with (without) the outlier have
n = 12 (n = 11), and have a different scale on the horizontal axis.

